SERVICE SHEET

Relativity e-Discovery
Software

Our expert e-discovery services, when combined with the Relativity e-Discovery Software
platform, can provide corporations, law firms and government agencies with a cost-effective
and defensible solution for meeting their legal, regulatory and investigative needs.

WHY FTI CONSULTING FOR
RELATIVITY?
Data reduction
Less data in the e-discovery process
equals dramatically lower costs. Our
experts proactively remediate redundant,
old and trivial information, collect only
what’s necessary, cull data through early
case assessments, and utilise analytics
for smarter reviews. Through every
step of the process, data reduction is
documented and defensible.
Process workflow
Our team can leverage defined templates
and workflows, and recommend custom
process enhancements to quickly and
cost-effectively deliver results. We
use these processes and templates to
implement best practices and document
final workflows for seamless integration
into your business model.
Relativity expertise
We understand that every organisation
is unique including vertical industry,
litigation profile, company culture,
geographical footprint, and technology
infrastructure. We leverage our deep
Relativity expertise to deliver custom
solutions to meet client needs.

A single web-based platform, Relativity, serves as a review, analysis and
production workhorse. It provides flexible and automated workflow
capabilities, text analytics and computer-assisted review, visual data analysis
tools, and integrated productions. The software is easy to use and scales to
meet the demands of the largest matters, with cases as large as 90 million
records hosted in Relativity.
Combining the familiar Relativity interface with the expertise of our consultants
helps legal teams uncover matter insights quickly, and simultaneously reduce
the total cost of e-discovery. Organisations rely on us to expose fraud, maintain
regulatory compliance, reduce legal and IT costs, protect sensitive material,
quickly find facts and harness organisational data to create business value.
Innovative technology, expert services and tenacious problem-solving, provides
our global clients with defensible and repeatable solutions.
Responsive search capabilities, flexible document organisation and workflows,
coupled with the scale and performance of Relativity, provides confidence in
handling the global requirements of the largest and most complex projects.
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WHY RELATIVITY COMBINED WITH FTI CONSULTING?

INTEGRATED DATA ANALYTICS
Uncover insights
Turn any field of metadata or coding
information into a widget to visualise
your data and combine multiple fields
to see where information, such as
search terms, intersects with your
custodians. Export visualisation
widgets and dashboards to easily
share findings with your team or client.

Search like a pro
Take the complexity out of the most
advanced searches with an interactive
search panel; and start searching right
away to explore what’s there, even
while data is still loading.

Power review with text analytics
Bring analytics into your workflow
at any time for any case to follow an
investigative pattern of thought and
accelerate e-discovery document
review.

FAST, FLEXIBLE DOCUMENT
REVIEW

COMPLETE PRODUCTION
CAPABILITIES

Review accurately and efficiently

Automate complex productions

A comprehensive feature set helps
your team identify relevant issues,
protect privileged information, and
make informed coding decisions.

Save time and avoid common issues
when pushing complex productions
out the door.

Get up and running quickly
Basic users can be up and running
with the software in as little as
10 minutes of training with all
the functionality they need to be
productive.

Meet tight deadlines
From creating custom placeholders
to using multiple mark-up sets,
Relativity, combined with FTI
Consulting, has the options you need
to deliver productions on schedule.

Create unique workflows
Build and automate custom
workflows that meet the unique
needs of your team, whether it’s a
time-sensitive regulatory notice, a
class action, a Royal Commission,
an ongoing litigation, or an
investigation.

SUPPORTING YOUR BROADER NEEDS
As a multidisciplinary firm, FTI Consulting can give you access to leading experts in forensic accounting, economics,
valuations, corporate finance, restructuring, investigations, regulatory compliance, and strategic communications.
Being truly global, we can support you wherever you need us without the barriers that inhibit partnerships operating as
separate businesses in each country.
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